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STATE OF MINNESOTA IN SUPREME COURT



Joseph W. Frederick,



August 31, 2016



Appellate Court Case No. AIS-2052 Petitioner,



vs.



Date of Filing of Court of Appeals Decision: August 1, 2016



Kay L. Wallerich, et al., Respondents.



JOSEPH W. FREDERICK'S PETITION FOR FURTHER REVIEW



Petitioner requests further review to resolve inconsistent decisions of the Court of Appeals on the issue of when the statute of limitations begins to run on legal malpractice claims arising out of multiple, separate acts of negligence. This Court has held the statute of limitations on a malpractice claim for a single act of a negligently drafted antenuptial agreement begins to run on the date of the marriage. Antone v. Mirviss, 720 N.W.2d 331, 337-38 (Minn. 2006). Here, however, the client consulted with and paid for legal advice from his attorney five times after the marriage, and in one of those visits, directly asked the attorney whether the executed Antenuptial Agreement was valid - and was reassured the Antenuptial Agreement was valid and could be used as part of his estate plan. Relying on Antone, the Court of Appeals affirmed the dismissal of the legal malpractice claims despite the fact that Antone did not involve an attQrney who gave negligent legal advice after the marriage, and thus committed multiple acts of negligence. This decision conflicts with another Court of Appeals decision, Devereaux v. Stroup, 2008 WL 73712, No. A07-0103 (Minn. App. Jan. 8, 2008), in which the Court of



Appeals held a complaint alleging separate, multiple acts of negligence triggers separate statute of limitations periods for each negligent act. A.



STATEMENT OF LEGAL ISSUES AND RESOLUTION BY THE COURT OF APPEALS



1.



Do multiple acts of negligence trigger separate statute of limitations periods for each negligent act that was pled in a legal malpractice action, including breach of fiduciary duty and negligent/reckless misrepresentation? The Court of Appeals held alleged multiple acts of legal malpractice are subject to a single statute of limitations, relying on Herrmann v. McMenamy & Severson, 590 N.W.2d 641 (Minn. 1999) and Antone, 720 N.W.2d at 336. The Court of Appeals also held claims of breach of fiduciary duty and negligent/reckless misrepresentation are alternate forms of pleading a legal malpractice action and are not subject to separate statutes of limitations.



2.



Should the doctrines of fraudulent concealment and equitable tolling be applied where the facts pled in the complaint - including the fact the client returned several times to his attorney after the wedding and was reassured the antenuptial agreement was valid and enforceable - are sufficient to create a fact question that the statute of limitations should be tolled? The Court of Appeals held the facts were not sufficient to establish fraudulent concealment or equitable tolling because it was clear on the face of the antenuptial agreement that the requisite witness signatures were missing, and the attorney did not make intentionally false statements. Thus, the Court found it was incumbent upon the client, a lay person with no specialized legal knowledge, to discover and know what the lawyer had missed.



B.



CRITERIA RELIED UPON TO SUPPORT THE PETITION Review is appropriate under Rule 117 to clarify and harmonize the law. Minn. R.



Civ. App. P. 117, subd. 2(d). The Court of Appeals has now issued two inconsistent decisions on whether a complaint alleging separate acts of negligence in a legal malpractice action triggers separate statute of limitations periods for each negligent act that was pled. As neither Antone nor Herrmann involved an attorney accused of separate,
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multiple acts of negligence, this case presents an important question upon which this Court should rule and calls for the application of a new principle. Minn. R. Civ. App. P. 117, subd. 2(a) and 2(d)(1). The standards for the application of the fraudulent concealment and equitable tolling doctrines and whether breach of fiduciary duty and negligent/reckless misrepresentation are separate and distinct claims from the original legal malpractice negligent act, presents an opportunity for this Court to offer guidance to trial courts on statewide issues that are likely to recur, given the lack of clear guidance on these matters. Minn. R. Civ. P. 117, subd. 2(d)(2) and (3). C.



STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS Client Joseph W. Frederick commenced this action against his attorney, Kay



Wallerich, and her law firm, on September 12, 2013, during his pending marriage dissolution proceedings. In his Complaint, he alleged: (1) Wallerich was negligent in drafting and executing his Antenuptial Agreement (in year 2006), as she failed to ensure that two witnesses signed the agreement, as required by statute Minn. Stat. § 519.11; (2) he consulted with Wallerich five times after the marriage (in years 2007-2011), and on at least one of those occasions, he directly asked Wallerich whether the Antenuptial Agreement was valid, and Wallerich reassured him it was; (3) Wallerich charged legal fees for those five post-marriage visits in setting up an estate plan that specifically ratified the validity of the Antenuptial Agreement into documents that were signed by both Frederick and his wife; and (4) once marriage dissolution proceedings were commenced in 2013, his wife's attorney took the position for the first time that the Antenuptial
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Agreement was invalid due to the lack of witnesses. (Doc. ID #1). The Complaint alleged separate damages from the subsequent 2007-2011 visits, in that had Wallerich not affirmatively advised that the Antenuptial Agreement was valid in 2007, Frederick would have: (1) asked his wife to sign a new post-nuptial agreement; (2) if she refused to sign a post-nuptial, divorced his wife thus minimizing the growth of the non-marital assets accrued during the marriage, and/or; (3) sued Wallerich for malpractice prior to expiration of the statute of limitations stemming from the original negligence in 2006, or by 2012. (Doc. ID #1,



~



49).



In a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, Wall erich moved for dismissal of the Complaint on statute-of-limitations grounds. (Doc. ID #19, 21). While the malpractice case was stayed, the marriage dissolution proceedings between Frederick and his wife continued, and the District Court in that proceeding held the Antenuptial Agreement was invalid due to a violation of Minn. Stat. § 519.11. Frederick then moved to amend his Complaint to include additional facts, including: (1) the Antenuptial Agreement was held invalid; and (2) Wallerich admitted under oath in the divorce trial that she had never even read the statute applicable to antenuptial agreements. (Doc. ID #34, 35, 44). The District Court held all of the claims were barred by the statute of limitations, and the doctrines of fraudulent concealment and equitable tolling did not apply. (Doc. ID #77). The District Court also rejected the claim that five subsequent visits to Wallerich, after the marriage, in which she offered additional legal advice and charged a separate fee on the validity of the Antenuptial Agreement, were not separately actionable because there were no separate and discrete damages, despite the fact the Complaint alleged
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separate and discrete representations and separate damages; additional legal charges; separate causes of action; and the loss of a cause of action and options to mitigate. (Doc. ID #77). Frederick appealed from the Judgment, and the Court of Appeals affirmed the dismissal of Frederick's claims, finding Frederick's interactions with Wallerich after his marriage did not significantly worsen or enhance his losses, and under Herrmann and Antone, Frederick's claims were barred by the statute of limitations. (PA 6-7). The Court



of Appeals also held Frederick's remaining claims were alternate forms of pleading a legal malpractice claim and dismissed the claims on statute of limitations grounds. (P A 7; 10). The Court of Appeals declined to apply the doctrines of equitable tolling or fraudulent concealment, finding it was clear on the face of the Antenuptial Agreement that it lacked the requisite witnesses' signatures. (PA 8-9). D.



ARGUMENT Each time a lawyer offers legal advice, he or she has a fiduciary duty to his or her



client and breach of that duty is actionable with proof of causal damages. Antone and Herrmann control the accrual of a cause of action for a single act of negligence. 720



N.W.2d at 338; 590 N.W.2d at 642. Herrmann and Antone differ substantially from this case in that neither involved an attorney who offered legal advice on multiple, separate occasions. Despite this important distinction, the District Court and the Court of Appeals dismissed Frederick's claims on the grounds they were barred by the statute of limitations. There is no controlling Minnesota law on the statute of limitations in legal malpractice cases involving multiple, separate acts of negligence cases such as this one.
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The only decision on point, Deveraux, an unpublished decision issued by the Court of Appeals, conflicts with this decision and holds separate statutes of limitations should apply when the same attorney is accused of multiple negligent acts. 2008 WL 73712. As the Court of Appeals observed in Deveraux, "[the defendant] would have us interpret



Herrmann and Antone such that an attorney who negligently exposes his client to immediately accrued damages is immune from any liability for additional negligent representation that occurs substantially later and that aggravates the original negligence. We decline to do so." 2008 WL 73712 at *3 (PA 13). In an attempt to distinguish Deveraux, the Court of Appeals held Frederick's interactions with his attorney did not significantly worsen or enhance his losses, but no such test is enumerated in Deveraux. 2008 WL 73712. Furthermore, even if that were the test, Frederick pled he would have (1) asked his wife to sign a new post-nuptial agreement; (2) if she refused to sign a post-nuptial, divorced his wife, thus minimizing the growth of the non-marital assets accrued during the marriage, and/or; (3) sued Wall erich for malpractice prior to expiration of the statute of limitations stemming from the original negligence in 2006, or by 2012. (Doc. ID #1,



~



49). Not only is the loss of



these potential remedies damage that did not arise at the time of the marriage, but instead, flowed only from Wallerich's wrongful acts, but these actions also would have lessened the damages in this specific case because the marriage would have been shortened, thus minimizing the appreciation of Frederick's non-marital property. (Doc. ID #1, Doc. ID # 44, ~~ 6, 68(b )).
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~~



6, 49;



Even if separate statutes of limitations are not applied, the doctrines of equitable tolling and fraudulent concealment should extend the statute of limitations where there are multiple acts of alleged negligence. The Court of Appeals held the doctrines did not apply in part because Frederick had a copy of the Antenuptial Agreement, and it was clear on the face of the document that the requisite witness signatures were missing. Frederick, a non-lawyer, had no way of understanding the significance of any facially apparent deficiency on the legal document. This "blame the client" defense should be rejected. Minnesota law does not, and should not, impose such a burden upon him. See, e.g., Williamson v. Prasciunas, 661 N.W.2d 645, 651 (Minn. App. 2003).



Each time a person seeks legal advice from a lawyer, the lawyer has a duty to give competent advice, and negligently given advice will give rise to tort liability. Togstad v. Vesely, Otto, Miller & Keefe, 291 N.W.2d 686, 693-94 (Minn. 1980). The District Court



and Court of Appeals' rulings effectively shield an attorney from the consequences of his or her legal malpractice. If Frederick had engaged another estate planning attorney after the marriage to change his will and asked about the validity of the Antenuptial Agreement and been provided advice it was valid, that negligent advice would start a new limitations period. The fact that the same attorney, Wallerich, gave legal advice on multiple occasions should not change this clear concept. This case presents an opportunity for this Court to clarify the reach of Antone, and to articulate for the first time the standard under which the statute of limitations begins to run in a legal malpractice case where separate, multiple acts of negligence have been alleged. In addition, this decision conflicts with the Devereaux decision, issued by the
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same court, which held an attorney who commits malpractice and exposes their client to damages is not immune from liability for additional negligent representation that occurs later.



Res~ Date: August 31, 2016 Patrick H. O'Neill, Jr. (#0207950) Paula Duggan Vraa (#0219137) Stephanie L. Chandler (#0395303) Larson • King, LLP 30 East Seventh Street, Ste. 2800 Saint Paul, MN 55101-4922 (651) 312-6500 I Fax: (651) 312-6618 [email protected] pvraa(mlarsonking.com schandler@larsonking. com Attorneys for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATION OF WORD COUNT



I hereby certify that this petition conforms to the requirements of Minn. R. Civ. App. P. 117 and 132, for a petition produced with a proportional font. The length of this petition is 1,984 words. This petition was prepared using Microsoft Office Word 2010 and 13-point Times New Roman type.



Resp~----Date: August 31, 2016 Patrick H. O'Neill, Jr. (#0207950) Paula Duggan Vraa (#0219137) Stephanie L. Chandler (#0395303) Larson • King, LLP 30 East Seventh Street, Ste. 2800 Saint Paul, MN 5 5101-4922 (651) 312-6500 I Fax: (651) 312-6618 [email protected] pvraa@larsonking. com schandler@larsonking. com Attorneys for Petitioner
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